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What if the cataclysmic asteroid that forever changed life on Earth actually missed the planet

completely and giant dinosaurs never became extinct? Based on Pixar Animation Studios latest film,

The Good Dinosaur, this exciting storybook-and-CD set features thrilling sound effects,

word-for-word narration, and original movie voices!
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This book is the cutest thing. My son LOVES and is obsessed with dinosaurs. So of course I took

him to see this movie and now this is his favorite movie. I wanted to buy the book but when I saw

this one and seeing it was a read along it was perfect. He is to young to read but just listening to the

cd and they make the animal voices it is so much better than me reading it to him. It also gives me

some spare time to do stuff around the house because I sit him down with the book and put the cd

in and he's content for a while. Best book I ever bought. We love it..

This is a terrific little book for the age group and the CD reads the book at a nice clear pace. The

story itself becomes rather long for one reading I think but may hold the attention since it is full of

drama (that works excellently in film of course.) Sort of a Lion King in reverse. Creates an

opportunity for children to imagine quite different scenarios.



Great, just like the rest. Just make sure you buy the right version if you are expecting it to come with

a CD like the previous buyer (and then leaves subpar feedback because she bought the wrong

one).

I purchased this for my dyslexic six your old, she absolutely flipped out when it arrived. I had to

order a bunch more. She loves them and is constantly reading and listening to the book. She feels

more confident and successful reading because of these books.Every time something comes from

.com now, she is hoping it's more of these books.BTW, the price is AMAZING!

My daughter (5) loves the Good Dinosaur. I was looking for something for her to do before bed that

would help her unwind and relax when I came across this set. She is reading pretty well on her own

but I thought a read-along storybook would be perfect for her. She is able to read the book on her

own but sometimes she will put the CD on and just listen to it. Recently I went into her room to

check on her and found she had turned the CD on and listened to it while she fell asleep. The book

and CD are a sweet condensed version of the movie's story. Very easy for my 5 year-old to read

and follow along with. The book is a nice paperback with bright, clear pictures that correlate to the

movie. The book has a pocket on the inside cover to store the CD. The CD is clearly labeled and

has played on each CD player we've popped it into (we've had issues with some CDs not playing on

my daughters CD player). Great book for any child between ages two and seven. I will be getting a

few more of these read-along book/ CDs for my daughter.

My grandson just turned 7 years old and I got this for a birthday present. I asked him about the story

1 week later, and her went on and on about the story line and was almost done with reading along.

Just amazed how fast he got through this all on his own with the Read-Along-Storybook with CD.

My daughter listens to books as she falls asleep and this is toward the top of her preferred list. She

hasn't even seen the movie, but loves to hear about Arlo and Spot. We love that she has the option

to read along, too, in the car or at other times of the day. Cute story and just the right length of book.

I got this for my son to listen to. He's only 2 so his attention span isn't that great. But for me it was

more of buying for the future kind of purpose. The book itself is decent quality story is good. I'm sure

kids will love it. The audio cd is good quality, I just popped it into my laptop and let my son listen to it



while I flip the pages, he seems to enjoy it.
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